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The Cadmium dragon has found his mate, and now he’s on the hunt. The hunt for things to buy online so he has an

excuse to see the curvy delivery woman that brings him his packages. And when a chance occurrence gives him the

opportunity to get to know her better, he springs into action to show her just how much a dragon can offer—inside

the bedroom and out.

Casey can’t help enjoying each fleeting moment she gets at her last stop on her delivery route. Who wouldn’t? The

man she sees is tall, ripped, and has charm for days, even if he goes by the strange name “Cadmium”. So when her

truck breaks down and help is nowhere to be found, she follows her heart, and lets Cadmium take her in for the

weekend.

As it turns out, it’s going to be a weekend Casey will never forget, filled with fun, romance, crazy antics, and spine-

tingling sex. But not everything is perfect, and Cadmium knows he has a lot to explain. Like the fact that he’s a

dragon. And as their time together quickly runs out, both will have to determine how far they’re willing to go to

follow their hearts.

Warning: This series contains a team of powerful dragons who are on earth to finds mates, settle down, and help save

the planet while saving their own lives at the same time. These books contain exciting action, some violence, and hot,

sexy scenes.
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